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Abstract
Crop yield is the most important parameter measured by

agricultural researchers conducting applied research. The

objective of this study was to validate the performance

of the “WeiSEL,” a new plot combine yield measurement

system manufactured by Zürn Harvesting GmbH & Co.

KG, Germany (2020 Model: Zürn 110). Small plots of

winter wheat were harvested at two locations in Oregon

in the Inland Pacific Northwest (Figure 1). A scatter plot

of grain yield data from the combine weigh system and

grain yield measured manually with a calibrated platform

scale revealed a significant and highly positive linear

relationship (r=0.98). Further, a Bland-Altman analysis

revealed a good agreement between the WieSEL yield

data and manually weighed yield data. This is the first

independent validation of the new WieSEL weigh system.

It appears to be a less expensive and reliable alternative

to manual yield collection methods.

Figure 1. A combine equipped with the WieSEL heads

into the field.
Credit: Oregon State University

Introduction
Grain yield of wheat is essential for evaluating the profitability of new germplasm and experimental treatments

related to agricultural methods, practices, products and techniques. Accurate and timely grain yield measurements

are critical for researchers to deliver important information to producers to estimate crop performance and farming

profitability. Precision agriculture has been adopted for many crops, and yield-monitoring systems are an essential

component of modern precision agriculture. These systems can provide producers and agricultural researchers with

real-time, post-harvest feedback on crop yield.
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On-combine yield monitoring systems have become common since the development of commercial yield-

monitoring technology in the U.S. in the early 1990s. More recently, integrated yield-monitoring technology has

become available on small-scale plot equipment for agricultural researchers. A desirable yield monitoring system

should be reliable, practical and relatively affordable for crop producers and agricultural researchers.

Commercial-scale yield equipment is typically integrated with a Global Positioning System. Yield is measured by

force impact plates, optical sensors or microwave sensors. Research-scale, on-combine weigh systems instead

typically utilize load cell systems to deliver grain weight. The researcher must then calculate the weight into yield

using the surface area of the harvested plot.

Marketplace options for plot combine weigh systems for agricultural researchers are limited. The options include

HarvestMaster by Juniper Systems (Logan, Utah), Schlingmann Weigh System by Schlingmann (Germany), ALMACO

Weigh Hopper by ALMACO (Nevada, Iowa), and WeiSEL by Zürn Harvesting (Germany). All of these systems

function with the same basic framework and load cell technology. The main differences are the graphical user

interface and plot combine compatibility. Price, options and compatibility vary greatly among weighing systems.

Researchers should contact company representatives to obtain product options and quotes.

Figure 2. The WieSEL monitor (left) and display (right). The display legend:

1. Trial name and continuous plot number.

2. Overall weight and moisture (option) of the last plot.

3. Indication of selected cycle mode.

4. Current weight on the scale.

5. Cycle visualization with step number and approval to continue.

6. Selected crop type and current moisture (option).

7. Flap positions (open = green).

8. Manual operating mode.

9. Indicator light for low air pressure.

Credit: Zürn Harvesting
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For agricultural researchers utilizing small plot combines, many on-combine yield-monitoring systems are cost-

prohibitive, do not integrate with antiquated research equipment or both. Consequently, it is common for

researchers to collect threshed grain from the entire plot and weigh bags with a stand-alone calibrated scale after

harvest. This technique requires more labor than an integrated system and can delay the data-collection process

while grain sacks are organized and weighed independently from harvest. A new weigh system integrated with the

plot combine, the WieSEL, was developed by Zürn Harvesting GmbH & Co. KG in Germany (Figure 2). Its simple

design makes its price lower than competitors.

The weighing system provides a compact user terminal and multiple modular function expansions, such as:

1. A weigh system for analysis of the plot yield.

2. Seed moisture measurement (not included in this study).

3. A near infrared reflectance spectroscopy (NIRS) system to analyze value-determining components of the crop,

including protein (not included in this study).

4. Plot-management system for data processing.

The WieSEL weigh system requires clean samples to measure plot weight and to create accurate data. The ZURN

110 plot combine and its 1.6-square-meter cleaning surface provide the required clean samples. After the threshing

and cleaning process, the grain moves pneumatically to the WieSEL weighing bucket. The weighing process takes

two to three seconds, and the system communicates the plot weight immediately to the operator through an

onboard computer and graphical user interface. The WieSEL system enables the research team to take a sample

before the seed flows to a bulk grain tank after the weighing process. The operator has an overview of the cleaning

and weighing process on the screen, allowing the operator to know exactly when the system is ready to begin

harvesting the next plot.

This is the first independent validation study of the new WieSEL weigh system for the agricultural research industry.

Material and methods
Field sites and plots
To evaluate the performance of the WieSEL weigh system, two sets of winter wheat experiments (noted here as Site

1 and Site 2), were established in commercial winter wheat fields in Morrow County, Oregon (~119.6°N; 45.5°W).

Site 1 included 54 plots and Site 2 included 53 plots (one sample was lost in error). Each plot was 1.5 meters wide by

12.2 meters long. The soft white winter wheat cultivar ‘Appleby’ was seeded at both sites with a no-till plot drill into

each plot on Sept. 28, 2019. All plots were managed uniformly within experiments using an appropriate fertility

program based on soil test reports. Weed management and pest control were typical for winter wheat production in

the Inland Pacific Northwest.

Wheat harvest and yield measurements
Prior to harvest, the WieSEL weigh system was calibrated according to manufacturer instructions. Wheat was

harvested with a compact plot combine (Zürn Harvesting GmbH & Co. KG, Germany, Model: Zürn 110) on July 8,

2020. The grain yield of each plot (measured in kilograms per plot) from 107 plots was collected from the WieSEL

weigh system integrated with the plot combine. To validate the accuracy of data collected from the weigh system,

the harvested grain from each plot was bagged and weighed manually in a nearby warehouse with a calibrated

Cardinal DETECTO (model No. 5852F-210) platform scale (Webb City, Missouri) within three hours of harvest.
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According to the National Conference of Weights and Measures, the Cardinal platform scale is an electronic, Class III

“legal-for-trade” balance.

Data analysis
Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to examine the relationship between grain yield measured by the WieSEL

system and the grain yield measured with the manually operated platform scale. A Bland-Altman analysis was used

to examine agreement between the two methods. Data were normally distributed. The manual platform scale was

considered the standard method in this study, as researchers without an on-combine weigh system would be

utilizing a manual scale to obtain yield post-harvest. Error was calculated as the percent difference between the two

methods. The scatter plot was used to graphically present the paired measurements using the ggplot2 package in R.

Results and discussion
Grain yield measured by the onboard WieSEL system ranged from 4.32 to 7.06 kilograms per plot. Grain yield

measured manually with the platform scale ranged from 5.10 to 7.50 kilograms per plot. The average grain yield

error of 4.83% is within the acceptable range.

Correlation analysis indicated grain yield measured using the WieSEL weigh system was strongly associated with

those measured manually (r=0.98). A scatter diagram shows all but one of the data points (an outlier from Site 2;

4.32, 5.10 kilograms per plot) fell close to the line of identity (Figure 3).

The Bland-Altman plot (Figure 4) shows the difference in grain yield of each plot between the WieSEL weigh system

and the platform scale was negative and varied from -0.78 to -0.12, suggesting there was a systemic negative bias.

Therefore, the WieSEL weigh system yielded a lower grain yield than that measured simultaneously with the

platform scale. The dotted horizontal lines in Figure 4 represent the 95% confidence limits of agreement for the two

measurements. As shown in Figure 4, only one of 107 (0.93%) data points exceeded the lower limit of agreement.

The bias and standard deviation (SD) of the difference score as of this data set were -0.29 and 0.10. Moreover, the

confidence limit was 0.38 kilogram per plot which is acceptable in agricultural field work. Results suggest there is

good agreement between the WieSEL and the manual scale. As such, the WieSEL weigh system could satisfactorily

replace the manual scale to measure grain yield in agricultural research plots integrated with a plot combine and will

be particularly expedient for accurately comparing relative differences in yields among experimental treatments.
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Figure 3. The scatter plot shows the set of paired

values for the grain yield of each plot collected from

the WieSEL weigh system and data measured

manually with the scale. Site 1 is red and Site 2 is blue.

The X-axis yield values were obtained from the

platform scale. The Y-axis yield values were obtained

from the WeiSEL weigh system.
Credit: Oregon State University

Figure 4. The Bland-Altman plot shows the difference

and agreement of the grain yield of each plot collected

from the WieSEL weigh system and yield data

collected manually with a platform scale. The purple

horizontal line represents the mean difference in

grain yield between the two measurements. The green

and red horizontal lines represent the upper and lower

limits of agreement, respectively.
Credit: Oregon State University
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Figure 5. The driver's view of the WieSEL on-combine weight system.
Credit: Oregon State University

Conclusions
There was a strong relationship between grain yield determined by the onboard WeiSEL system and the platform

scale. There are several advantages of the WieSEL weigh system, including:

1. It was easy to operate.

2. It was stable, repeatable and reliable.

3. It measures grain yield in real-time.

4. It provides a compact user terminal and modular function expansion, including potential add-on

instrumentation for moisture and protein measurements (not evaluated in this study).

5. It manages data with ease.

6. It reduces labor requirements.

These characteristics allow this product to measure crop yields in the small-plot wheat harvest. We conclude that

the WieSEL weigh system is a sufficient and low-cost alternative to more-expensive plot combine yield-monitoring

systems with greater market share in North America. The scope of inference for this validation study is limited to

winter wheat. But we expect the WieSEL system would work with other seed crops, including cereal grains, legumes
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and oilseed crops. Research equipment is notoriously expensive. Agricultural researchers interested in making a

sizable investment in an integrated plot combine weigh system should contact the corresponding author of this

publication for more information.
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